
About the optional 
investment portfolios
Our Voluntary Pension Fund developed an investment regime 
consisting of optional portfolios, in order to enable our members 
to choose their own portfolios  depending on the their age, yield 
expectations and risk appetite. ( Investment portfolio: a “bundle” 
developed by asset managers consisting of securities and other 
investment assets of various type, risk and yield). Our members 
currently have a choice of five different portfolios, carrying 
different risks.

Why is it important to choose 
the appropriate portfolio?
Our investment fund manager will invest your membership fees 
and add the yield to your account. The yield that you realize will 
significantly influence your pension service expectations. So it is 
vital that you choose an investment portfolio that matches your 
savings in terms of time horizon, risk level and yield expectation, 
so you can further increase your future pension service benefits.

What are the available investment 
funds and portfolios?
Classic Portfolio (“A” investment fund)
This is a low risk portfolio, recommended for those who have 
five years or less until retirement and prefer security. The aim is 
to preserve the value of your contribution by choosing very low 
risk securities and reach a yield that is higher than inflation. This 
portfolio consists of government securities almost exclusively, 
thus the value of your savings can increase evenly, without any 
major volatility, depending on market conditions.  

Balanced Portfolio (“B” investment fund)
We recommend our portfolio of medium risk to those customers 
who plan to retire in 5 to 15 years. The aim is to realize a high 
medium and long term yield on the invested assets, as well as 
to minimize investment risks by the constant analysis of the 
structure of the portfolio and making the appropriate structural 
changes, therefore it contains a significant volume of government 
securities. The domestic and international shares that make up 
a smaller part of the portfolio may significantly improve the 
investment results in this time horizon, but in proportion with that, 
they also increase the risk. This is the Base Portfolio, to which 
the contributions of the member are added, unless otherwise 
instructed.     

Expert Portfolio (“E” investment fund)
We recommend this portfolio to those who do not have the 
appropriate expertise in the field of investments and thus 
leave it fully to the asset managers to select the best portfolio 
structure. That way, you do not have to monitor the changes of 
the investment market, our experts will decide on the selection of 
the appropriate share-to-bond ratio at the appropriate time. This 
portfolio represents a higher-than-medium risk, it does not follow 
a constant share-to-bond ratio. By dynamically changing the 
composition, the asset manager aims to maximize the yield in the 
medium and long term.

Growth Portfolio (“D” investment fund)
This is a high risk portfolio, recommended primarily to those who 
have at least 15 years before retirement. The aim is to realize 
a high yield in the long term (15 to 20 years). In this portfolio 
shares of major global corporations, those of highly capitalized 
companies traded in the stock exchanges of the world and 
enterprises with promising growth opportunities represent a 
significant weight, which means considerable price risks.

Climate Change Portfolio (“F” investment fund)
We recommend this portfolio to those who are willing to accept 
risks, in exchange for high prospective yields, by investing in 
an industry that will almost certainly become one of the most 
 dynamically growing areas of economy, through its activities 
aimed to counter the effects of the climate change occurring now 
in Earth. By choosing this portfolio, you also contribute to the 
protection of our environment.
The aim is to realize a high yield in the long term, primarily by 
investing into the securities of companies that derive most of 
their revenues from exploiting the business opportunities arising 
from global climate, the utilization of alternative resources (for 
example, renewable energy) and agricultural activities.

Asset allocation of portfolios in Aegon voluntary 
pensions fund
Classic 100%

Balanced 76.5% 20% 3.5%

Expert 100%

Growth 50.5% 45% 4.5%

Climate change 50% 50%

  Bonds   Other: real estate fund; Risk Capital and Derivative Fund

  Shares    The asset manager may decide within its own discretion subject 
to the legally imposed limits; there is no predefined asset 
allocation. The portfolio aims to produce an absolute yield.

Five different investment portfolios  
in the Aegon Voluntary Pension Fund

Transform Tomorrow

Pension Fund



The principles and rules applying to investments in pension funds 
are contained in the By-Laws of the Fund, the Optional Portfolio 
Rules and the Investment Policy. You can find these rules on the 
website of our fund, and upon request we will send them to you.

Classification of Aegon Voluntary Pension Fund 
portfolios according to Investment term and risk rating 

Name of portfolio Suggested investment term (time until retirement)

1-5 years 5-10 years 10-15 years 15+ years

Classic

Balanced

Expert

Growth

Climate change

Name of portfolio Risk category (1 = low, 5 = high)

1 2 3 4 5

Classic

Balanced

Expert

Growth

Climate change

How can I choose a portfolio?
Members joining our fund may select a portfolio by completing the 
relevant part of the application form. Our existing fund members 
may initiate a portfolio change at any time by completing the 
dedicated form - Voluntary pension fund portfolio selection data 
form - and submitting it in the Customer Service offices of the 
Fund, or returning it by post. After preliminary registration, fund 
members may also submit their portfolio change requests through 
Online Customer Service available on the website of the Fund.
If no portfolio is selected, we assign our members to the Balanced 
portfolio automatically.

What are the costs of a 
portfolio change?
Upon entry portfolio selection is free of charge. 
The administration fee of portfolio change is 0.1% i.e. one-tenth 
of one per cent, of the current HUF value of the invested assets of 

the fund member, but not more than HUF 2 000. The pension fund 
will deduct the fee of portfolio change from the membership fees 
paid by the member (under the title of other cost of investment). 
If the fund is not able to deduct the administration fee from the 
paid membership fee, then it will deduct the fee upon the payment 
of the chosen service, from the payable amount.

Possible risks of a portfolio change
Since savings kept in pension funds bear interest in investments 
planned for the long-term, a change between portfolios may carry 
significant risks. Although in a possible financial crisis investment 
packages containing a higher ratio of shares and carrying higher 
risks will lose more of their value, in the long term they may also 
generate higher profits, so there is a high probability that the 
gains and losses will even out in the long term. If, for example, 
you change from a share portfolio for a government security 
portfolio at a low price (which means that you realize the loss 
that is currently registered on your interest month), then you will 
suffer the negative effects of the ongoing crisis without having an 
opportunity to enjoy the benefit of price raises that will probably 
be coming in the future. Naturally, you must make your own 
decision on this matter.

How can I find out how my 
investments are performing?
On the web site of www.aegonnyugdij.hu you will find daily 
updated information about the prices of asset funds within 
the pension fund. Data suitable for the comparison of 
portfolios are also available on the website of the National Bank 
of Hungary (http://felugyelet.mnb.hu).  

In line with the legal obligations, by June 30th of every year, our 
Fund advises its members on their payments preceding the year 
concerned, the yields and the balance of the voluntary pension 
fund as of December 31st of the previous year.

Using our Online Customer Service, you can check your current 
account balance at any time, change your contract data and 
perform several other transactions from the comfort of your 
home! If you want to use our service, please register on the site of 
www.aegonnyugdij.hu

Aegon Magyarország Pénztárszolgáltató Zrt. • 1399 Budapest, P.O.Box 717 • www.aegonnyugdij.hu • Customer service: +36 1 477 4890 • Aegon Voluntary Pension Fund
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Aegon Voluntary Pension Fund investment results, closing market values and inflation
Net yield  

for 2013 (%)
Average net yield rate for 10 

years* (2004-2013) (%)
Asset increase indicator for 10 

years* (2003-2012) (%)
Portfolio assets 31st Dec 2013

(closing market value) HUF

Classic portfolio 7.12 7.53 7.49 10,585,504

Balanced portfolio 8.98 7.25 7.29 82,379,618

Growth portfolio 9.27 8.61 8.42 12,922,224

Average yield rate for 5 years 
(2009-2013) (%)

Asset increase indicator for 5 
years (2009-2013) (%)

Expert Portfolio** 8.33 10.00 9.89 11,775,307

Climate change portfolio** 16.39 10.46 9.97 1,946,553

**   The 10-year average yield rate characterises the performance of the asset manager, while the asset increase indicator the average yield of the personal accounts of the 
fund members.

**   The Expert and the Climate Change portfolios were introduced in February 2008, thus the 10-year average yield and asset increase indicator are not available. Instead, 
we indicated the average yields for 2009-2013, in accordance with legislation.

Inflation for 2013  
(Dec/Dec)

Average inflation for 10 years (2004-2013)

Inflation 0.4% 4.56%

Source: our own fund yield figures and inflation figures received from KSH

The reference index yield of the portfolios can be viewed on www.aegonnyugdij.hu.

Please note that past performance cannot guarantee future results!


